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Useful information about Cantonese phrases, expressions and words used in Hong Kong in
Cantonese, conversation and idioms, Cantonese greetings and survival phrases.
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These hand-hammered Cantonese-Style Woks arrive unseasoned, so care should be taken to
correctly clean and season the wok before you start cooking.
This page contains a course in Cantonese phrases and daily expressions as well. Trying to
find some Cantonese phrases?. Good night and sweet dreams!Phrases; Verbs; How you feel;
How's the food; Types of food; Drinks; Teas; Soft Drinks; Meals; Fruit. Vegetables; Rice and mei
2 (bitter flavour). sweet herb tea, m 5. These teas are the most commonly available in a
Cantonese tea house.This character is used in both Cantonese and Mandarin/Standard written
Chinese. 薯. 番薯 faan1 syu4*2 fan1 shu3 = sweet potato; yam 粵 detail. . ( where relevant); a list
of compound words that use this character, ordered by difficulty level.A collection of useful
phrases in Taiwanese with Romanization and some recordings.This character is used in both

Cantonese and Mandarin/Standard written Chinese. 姣. This word has been viewed 1883 times
since 30th Oct 2012, was added . You = Gwai-lo ("foreigner") learning Cantonese? click through
sound clips, and try to identify the word whose pronunciation is written within the short
phrase.Aug 21, 2011 . “Han tze”, which means sweet potato in Hokkien, is used to mock at a
and phrases that are influenced by Malay, Hokkien and Cantonese. Tong sui literally translated
as "sugar water", also known as tim tong, is a collective term for any sweet, warm soup or
custard served as a dessert at the end of a meal in Cantonese cuisi. Useful information about
Cantonese phrases, expressions and words used in Hong Kong in Cantonese, conversation
and idioms, Cantonese greetings and survival phrases. Most of the. Good night and sweet
dreams! Zou2 tau2 wo4 zou6 . Aug 25, 2015 . CantoneseClass101.com/video Get started
learning Cantonese the fastes. … Learn the Top 25 Must-Know Cantonese Phrases!
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Useful information about Cantonese phrases, expressions and words used in Hong Kong in
Cantonese, conversation and idioms, Cantonese greetings and survival phrases. Cantonese
Vocabulary. If you're trying to learn Cantonese Vocabulary you will find some useful resources
including a course about vocabulary and expressions.
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Tong sui literally translated as "sugar water", also known as tim tong, is a collective term for any
sweet, warm soup or custard served as a dessert at the end of a meal in Cantonese cuisi. Useful
information about Cantonese phrases, expressions and words used in Hong Kong in
Cantonese, conversation and idioms, Cantonese greetings and survival phrases. Most of the.
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Cantonese Vocabulary. If you're trying to learn Cantonese Vocabulary you will find some useful
resources including a course about vocabulary and expressions.
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How's the food; Types of food; Drinks; Teas; Soft Drinks; Meals; Fruit. Vegetables; Rice and mei
2 (bitter flavour). sweet herb tea, m 5. These teas are the most commonly available in a
Cantonese tea house.This character is used in both Cantonese and Mandarin/Standard written
Chinese. 薯. 番薯 faan1 syu4*2 fan1 shu3 = sweet potato; yam 粵 detail. . ( where relevant); a list
of compound words that use this character, ordered by difficulty level.A collection of useful

phrases in Taiwanese with Romanization and some recordings.This character is used in both
Cantonese and Mandarin/Standard written Chinese. 姣. This word has been viewed 1883 times
since 30th Oct 2012, was added . You = Gwai-lo ("foreigner") learning Cantonese? click through
sound clips, and try to identify the word whose pronunciation is written within the short
phrase.Aug 21, 2011 . “Han tze”, which means sweet potato in Hokkien, is used to mock at a
and phrases that are influenced by Malay, Hokkien and Cantonese. Tong sui literally translated
as "sugar water", also known as tim tong, is a collective term for any sweet, warm soup or
custard served as a dessert at the end of a meal in Cantonese cuisi. Useful information about
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Tong sui literally translated as "sugar water", also known as tim tong, is a collective term for any
sweet, warm soup or custard served as a dessert at the end of a meal in Cantonese cuisi. Useful
information about Cantonese phrases, expressions and words used in Hong Kong in
Cantonese, conversation and idioms, Cantonese greetings and survival phrases. Most of the.
Good night and sweet dreams! Zou2 tau2 wo4 zou6 . Aug 25, 2015 .
CantoneseClass101.com/video Get started learning Cantonese the fastes. … Learn the Top 25
Must-Know Cantonese Phrases! This page contains a course in Cantonese phrases and daily
expressions as well. Trying to find some Cantonese phrases?. Good night and sweet
dreams!Phrases; Verbs; How you feel; How's the food; Types of food; Drinks; Teas; Soft Drinks;
Meals; Fruit. Vegetables; Rice and mei 2 (bitter flavour). sweet herb tea, m 5. These teas are the
most commonly available in a Cantonese tea house.This character is used in both Cantonese
and Mandarin/Standard written Chinese. 薯. 番薯 faan1 syu4*2 fan1 shu3 = sweet potato; yam 粵
detail. . ( where relevant); a list of compound words that use this character, ordered by difficulty
level.A collection of useful phrases in Taiwanese with Romanization and some recordings.This
character is used in both Cantonese and Mandarin/Standard written Chinese. 姣. This word has
been viewed 1883 times since 30th Oct 2012, was added . You = Gwai-lo ("foreigner") learning
Cantonese? click through sound clips, and try to identify the word whose pronunciation is written

within the short phrase.Aug 21, 2011 . “Han tze”, which means sweet potato in Hokkien, is used
to mock at a and phrases that are influenced by Malay, Hokkien and Cantonese.
Learn Cantonese with CantoneseClass101.com! You had a big breakfast before work in Hong
Kong, so now that it's lunch time, you're not really hungry. Useful information about Cantonese
phrases, expressions and words used in Hong Kong in Cantonese, conversation and idioms,
Cantonese greetings and survival phrases. Cantonese Vocabulary. If you're trying to learn
Cantonese Vocabulary you will find some useful resources including a course about vocabulary
and expressions.
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